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Shocking launch of TOP DVD Ripper Golden! Owning this perfect software, you will know
that it turns out so easy to convert DVD to any format you like. The unmatchable quality and
super high speed will definitely give you a big surprise!

TOP DVD Ripper Golden presents the most powerful functions: preview, snapshot, split,
merge, clip, auto-shutdown, customize, etc., and completely relieves of heavy converting
work.

You will be definitely overwhelmed by the powerful software. DVD Ripper golden, give you a
golden digital life! Download it, right now!

Key Features

Compared with the standard version, the additional functions are as follows:

1. Merge: multiple different files can be merged into one, outputting one complete file.
2. Shortcut Keys: simplify keyboard operation, improve your hand operation.
3. Newer interface: gold and black matched perfectly, visually shocking.
4. higher compatibility: highly compatible with more popular players like Windows Media

Player, VLC players, etc.

Amazing functions

Preview the movie before converting.
Snapshot the movie images in preview.
Clip the segment from the movie.
Merge the files into one.
Customize the output parameters, like video quality, video size, etc.
Support batch processing.
Shut down the computer automatically after converting has been finished.

Unmatchable advantages

Amazing converting speed.
Excellent output quality.
No safety hazard.
24h customer service.
Lifetime technical support and upgrade.

Reference
Input format support :    DVD-5, DVD-9, IFO image files
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Output video format support:     AVI, ASF, MPEG, MKV, WMV, MP4, RM, MOV, FLV, 3GP,
3GP2, AMR, TS, etc.
Output audio format support :    MP3, WMA, WAV, RA,M4A, AAC, AC3, OGG
Output device support:     MP3, MP4, iPhone, GPhone,PSP, PS3, Apple TV

System Requirement
OS:     Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:     512MB memory or above
Hard Disk :    100MB or above
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